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Abstract: Since the emergence of the quantified self movement, users aim at health behavior change,1

but only those who are sufficiently motivated and competent with the tools will succeed. Our2

literature review shows that theoretical models for quantified self exist but they are too abstract to3

guide the design of effective user support systems. Here, we propose principles linking theory and4

implementation to arrive at a hierarchical model for an adaptable and personalized self-quantification5

system for physical activity support. We show that such a modeling approach should include a6

multi-factors user model (activity, context, personality, motivation), a hierarchy of multiple time scales7

(week, day, hour), and a multi-criteria decision analysis (user activity preference, user measured8

activity, external parameters). While implementation still poses many challenges, principles linking9

theory to implementation should facilitate the design of effective self-quantification systems. In this10

way, users who wish to improve their physical activity levels could be better supported.11
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1. INTRODUCTION14

The quantified self movement has raised in 2007 with enthusiastic users of self-tracking devices,15

and the wearable device market has been growing exponentially since then [1–3]. Self-tracking tools16

are now widespread among people who wish to monitor all types of information about themselves17

(e.g. heart rate, steps, sleep) in order to potentially change their lifestyle for better health [4].18

On the scientific side, a major descriptive effort has been carried out since 2010 to define this19

quantified self movement, showing that the most popular objective is behavior change. Researchers20

agree that self-reflection and contextual factors are indispensable to achieve behavior change [5–8].21

Self-reflection means that a user needs to understand his or her habits and their variations within22

his/her environment through collected data. The user’s environment is referred to as contextual factors23

or parameters: e.g. weather or schedule are parameters that influence the user’s context. Consequently,24

a self-quantification system must be customizable and adaptable to the user’s life to really help people25

change their behavior [5–9].26

However, most current self-quantification systems are too generic. In the case of physical activity27

monitoring, for example, most collected data like user’s steps and heart rate provides some vague28

personalized tips to users such as "try to walk more". Thus, significant commitment in data collection,29

management, and analysis is required from users in order to achieve proper understanding of their30

habits. Today, the steps that quantified selfers go through in a self-quantification experience have31

been characterized (e.g., collecting data, displaying it in a meaningful way), and guidelines for more32

effective self-quantification systems for behavior change have been identified (e.g. need for context,33

holistic approach). Nevertheless, established descriptive models and guidelines are not sufficiently34

precise to guide the implementation of more effective and user-adaptive self-quantification systems. It35

is therefore essential to derive implementation principles from the established theoretical framework36

and associated guidelines.37

In this respect, we propose a minimal user model fitting in with the existing conceptual models.38

Its four components bring together the guidelines from previous research: traditional activity tracker39

data is aggregated into activity data (heart rate, number of steps, etc.), external data to assess the user’s40

context is called contextual factors (weather, schedule, etc.), user personality traits provide basic levers to41

customize the user experience, and user motivation accounts for the level of exercise adherence. Our42

model of a self-quantification system for physical activity support tries to bridge the existing gap43

between a well-defined quantified self conceptual framework and limited implementation principles.44

Our model is structured around the aforementioned multi-factors user model (activity data, contextual45

factors, personality, and motivation), a hierarchy of multiple time scales (week and day to account for46

human activity patterns, hour for user monitoring and feedback), and a multi-criteria decision analysis47

approach (user activity preferences, number of steps toward the goal, weather) for physical activity48

recommendations. A system built on our model should be, by design, capable of assisting a quantified49

selfer to understand and change his or her physical activity.50

The paper is organized as follows: we begin by providing background on the quantified self51

movement and the main descriptive axes that have emerged from research during the past decade.52

Next, we detail our model for an adaptive and personalized self-quantification system for physical53

activity support. Lastly, we discuss some challenges that arise when designing and developing such a54

self-quantification system based on our model.55
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2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE QUANTIFIED SELF MOVEMENT56

The quantified self movement was allowed by the technological advances in electronics and57

computer science of the early 2000s, but the action of collecting information about oneself has a long58

history.59

2.1. Self-Tracking Background60

Terms such as "quantified self", "self-tracking", "personal analytics", or "personal informatics" refer61

to systems and practices that help people collect and reflect on their personal information [6,10,11].62

In this class of human-computer interaction, people collect personally relevant information for the63

purpose of self-reflection, gaining self-knowledge, and better understanding their own behavior [6,7].64

Broadly speaking, the current “quantified self” definition refers to the community as well as the65

practices of self-tracking [8]. According to Lupton, it encompasses the incorporation of technology66

into data acquisition of daily life in terms of inputs, states, and performance to achieve self-knowledge67

and self-reflection [12].68

Self-tracking is over two centuries old. For example, in the 18th century, Benjamin Franklin used to69

track the days in which he accomplished one of his 13 virtues (like Sincerity, Moderation, or Humility)70

for 60 years [13]. In the 1900s is Buckminster Fuller (an architect, designer, inventor and futurist) kept71

a scrapbook in which he registered every 15 minutes of his life [14]. More recently, Nicholas Felton, a72

computer graphic designer, has published famous annual reports (http://feltron.com) between 200573

and 2014 focusing on “translating quotidian data into meaningful objects and experiences” [15]. Finally,74

Chris Dancy (https://www.chrisdancy.com/) is now known as the most connected human on the75

planet to track every single bit of his life for several years.76

2.2. Modern Quantified Self and Personal Informatics77

Behaviors recording, in the form we know today, was initiated by technophiles in Silicon Valley78

in the 1970s. The process of quantifying one’s life was traditionally used in behavioral psychology79

for clinical and research environment [8,16]. Quantifying one’s life could help diagnosis, selection80

of treatments, and help to monitor changes after a treatment [17]. In the late 1990s, with the81

democratization of computers, microelectronics, and the development of the internet, sensors have82

become cheaper, smaller, and information could be accessed anywhere [8]. Consequently, sensors83

became available to the general public which led to practices of using technology for self-tracking84

known as quantified self since 2007 [1,12]. Today, there is an active international community sharing85

practices through Meetups (in more than 40 countries), blogging, and annual conferences [8].86

Health tracking has rapidly developed as an emerging paradigm for health care self-management87

[18]. Health tracking is facilitated by wearable sensors that enable the general public to easily capture88

health data on a daily basis [19,20]. Nowadays, health tracking technologies have overall proven to be89

effective on increasing awareness and behavior change [8,12].90

2.3. Goals of quantified selfers91

Before going any further, we need to understand what are the quantified selfers’ goals. Quantified92

selfers’ goals may relate to self-management of chronic diseases [21], to general personal informatics93

[6], or to tracking health as a preventive tool [22].94

The goals can be divided into three categories (see table 1) [8]. Improving health includes prevention,95

monitoring the impact of a treatment (e.g. cardiac arrhythmia medications in a case of tachycardia),96

managing a particular condition (e.g. glycemic control through diet), or answering specific questions97

(e.g. what factors make one feel energetic in the morning). Improving various aspects of life includes,98

for example, determining when one is most productive or managing a budget to maximize savings.99

Finding new life experiences includes anything that doesn’t have a specific goal, such as discovering100

new tools, learning interesting things, or having fun. Finally, people sometimes have no particular101
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Table 1. Quantified Selfers Goals Categorization, adapted from Choe et al. This table summarizes
quantified selfers’ goals into three groups with relevant examples.

Improving Health Improving other aspects of life Finding new life experience

- to cure or manage a condition - to maximize work performance - to satisfy curiosity
- to find triggers - to be mindful - to have fun
- to answer a specific question - to trigger events - to discover new tools
- to identify relationship - to learn something interesting
- to execute a treatment plan - suggestion from another person
- to make better health decisions
- to find balance to improve health

objective when starting self-tracking and want to figure out what goals would be appropriate to pursue.102

These people use self-quantification tools to determine whether they have a problem and what actions103

could fix it [6].104

In this paper, we focus on the most represented category of health objectives, namely those related105

to activity. Physical activity comes first in the health category: activity (40%), food (31%), weight (29%),106

sleep (25%), and mood (13%) [8]. Activity tracking is usually associated with health risk prevention,107

which translates into a final objective of changing health behavior [19,20].108

Quantified selfers’ goals have been identified and described precisely by previous research, but what109

barriers do they face in implementing a system to achieve their objective?110

2.4. Barriers and limits111

Previous research identified the limitations in self-quantification experiences that prevent112

quantified selfers from successful outcomes, and also proposed guidelines for system design to113

overcome these barriers.114

115

From a general personal science perspective, Wolf and De Groot mentioned three barriers [1]:116

individuals often tinker with their own tools because of underdeveloped methods, personal science117

outcomes depend on commercial trackers which are unsuitable to answer individuals questions,118

learning requires social support that people translate into a lack of contextualization.119

Human senses and subjectivity are the raison d’être of technology in quantified self. Pure120

self-reflection is often flawed: people have limited memory, cannot directly perceive heart rate, and121

may not have the time to manually count steps throughout the day for instance. Reflecting by using122

memory alone makes it difficult to see patterns and trends, especially over long period of time.123

People may also not have the expertise or knowledge to make the correct conclusions about their124

observations [6]. On this basis, Choe and Li highlight limitation factors on the human side: “lack of125

time”, “insufficient motivation”, and “difficulty in data integration and interpretation” [6,8].126

Choe and Li also highlight limitations regarding the tools used: “unsuitable visualization and127

analytics tools” and “fragmented data scattered across multiple platforms”. Vizer and colleagues128

similarly underline these barriers inherent to the tool, and an article from Epstein even reports that129

some people find the commercial self-quantification tools useless [5,23]. Finally, from a general130

perspective, Almalki and colleagues highlight that achieving useful health outcome is pretty difficult131

in terms of managing data and reflecting on it because it involves a systematic understanding of the132

tools and a complex undertaking of user activities [19].133

More generally, a systematic approach for conceptualizing and mapping essential activities134

undertaken by quantified selfers is very desirable, and this is especially important because there is no135

comprehensive list of problems that users could experience with personal informatics [6]. The most136

common pitfalls among quantified selfers’ practices are “tracking too many things”, “not tracking137

triggers and context”, and “lack of scientific rigor” [8]. The authors also mention open questions that138
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are inherent barriers to a self-quantification experience: how to easily explore data? How to bring scientific139

rigor to the quantified self movement?140

2.5. Conceptual Models141

In order to better characterize a quantified self experience, researchers propose conceptual models142

[5,24,25]. Here, we review three models of personal informatics for behavior change, presented in143

chronological order.144

145

Stage-Based Model146

The first model, the more widespread one, is Li’s Stage-Based Model of personal informatics which147

dates back to 2010 and classifies quantified selfers’ practices into five main stages 1 [6]:148

Figure 1. Adapted from Li et al.’s Stage-Based Model of Personal Informatics Systems: this shows the
progression of a person toward behavior change through the different stages of a self-quantification
experience with its iterative nature and its barriers.

The preparation stage is the very first step in a quantified self approach and occurs before information149

collection: people think about what information they will record and what tools they are going150

to use. The collection stage, as its name indicates, occurs when people collect information about151

themselves. This refers to the self-tracking activity from Almalki’s definitions [19]. The third step is152

the integration stage where the collected information is prepared, combined, and transformed. Its153

duration varies a lot depending on the tools used or the information tracked and requires effort for154

data preparation. With the prepared data, the reflection stage starts when the users reflect on their155

personal information. It involves looking at the collected information or interacting with information156

visualization. Reflection can be short-term (makes users aware of their current status) or long-term157

(allows users to compare information between different times and reveals trends and patterns). Finally,158

the last action stage occurs when people choose what they are going to do with their newfound159

understanding of themselves.160

The main strength of the model is the simplicity of the linear flow between the stages and the clear161

description of the barriers that prevent transitioning between them. Yet, this simplicity is also a162

weakness because the model is not flexible and can break down when encountering the realities of163

everyday life [26,27].164

165

Lived Informatics Model166

In 2015, Epstein and colleagues proposed a Lived Informatics Model (see figure 2). The model is about167

general tracking in everyday life and aims to be an enhancement of Li’s model by dividing preparation168

stage into deciding and selecting. The model also introduces a tracking and acting cycle for iterative169

progression through collection, integration, and reflection. Its most interesting characteristic is that it170

anticipates human lapse, but it is not oriented toward behavior change only.171
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Figure 2. Adapted from Epstein et al.’s Lived Informatics Model of Personal Informatics: this model
is based on Li et al.’s model and highlights the essential fluidity and iteration of a self-quantification
process. It is not specifically oriented towards behavior change though.

172

Conceptual Model of Shared Health Informatics173

From their analysis of past literature and existing models, Vizer and colleagues have noticed a strong174

need for a model that more closely aligns to the unique needs of health context [5,28,29]. In the light175

of these observations, they propose a new model which bridges the gap between current personal176

informatics models and tracking for chronic illness self-management. This new Conceptual Model of177

Shared Health Informatics (CoMSHI) is based on Li’s model, but adds communication to incorporate178

interactions between actors and redefines preparation to information (see figure 3).179

Figure 3. Adapted from Vizer et al.’s Conceptual Model of Shared Health Informatics (CoMSHI):
also based on the Stage-Based model, the CoMSHI enhances the fluidity of the process by facilitating
transitions between stages. It reflects the need for context raised by previous research as well.

The main strength of the model is the unconstrained transitions between stages, which allows for180

different types of work to happen simultaneously, and better represents the necessary smoothness and181

flexibility in self-quantification experiences [26,30]. For this particular reason, the CoMSHI remains182

interesting for our approach although it concerns treatment self-management of patients with chronic183

illness.184

185
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The three models reviewed in this section are mature and accurate enough to account for the186

different stages and needs occurring during a self-quantification experience and they also provide a187

number of guidelines (section 2.6). However, they are of limited help when it comes to the design of188

more effective tools (section 5.2, table 3).189

2.6. Existing Barriers and Guidelines for Design190

By attempting to model the quantified self movement, researchers identified numerous barriers191

from which they derived guidelines for a better design of personal informatics systems. We address192

the most relevant ones for our approach in the present section.193

194

Barriers195

Li et al. highlighted specific barriers for each stage of a self-quantification experience. They also196

explained how the barriers can chain themselves together in a cascade of barriers [6]. This aspect197

has been further developed by Vizer and colleagues who identified precise relations between stages198

[5]: not using the right tool, not collecting the right data, sparse data sets, scattered or ineffective199

visualizations, and difficult organization. Another barrier is that tools for health informatics do limit200

how we think about and design support systems, mainly because they often fall short of supporting201

the true range of work involved [5]. Those barriers for design are summarized in table 2.202

203

Guidelines204

To overcome the barriers, the most general guideline is to adopt a holistic approach, because focusing205

on one stage ignores the whole experience [6]. Developing a deep understanding of quantified selfers206

and their goals should help determining what tracking practice the tool must support. For instance,207

the CoMSHI model is agnostic to specific tools or data elements [5]. Li also highlights the possibility of208

combining multiple facets of people’s lives to enrich the value of the systems [6].209

A second general guideline is that the system must be iterative and flexible by defining the necessary210

functionalities to facilitate transitions between types of work: as users go through the stages, they211

might change their mind about the tools used, about what to collect, or about collection methods [5,6].212

We must consider how to empower people, so they can effectively transition between tools to track the213

data they need. Indeed, a single tool does not need to support all aspects of tracking work [5].214

Another critical guideline emerging from identified barriers is data management. Previous research215

also indicates that we must select which stage should be facilitated with technology to benefit the216

user the most. This means applying an appropriate balance of automated technology and user control217

within each stage to facilitate user experience [6]. As a matter of fact, Choe et al. talk about maximizing218

the benefits of manual tracking which cannot be done within a fully automated system [8].219

Last but not least, a personal informatics system aiming at supporting health behavior must support220

user’s behavior change by design. To achieve this goal, Consolvo and colleagues used various221

psychological theories to describe design strategies supporting behavior change. We discuss this222

aspect in the following section (section 3) [31]. On the other hand, Choe indicates the need to promote223

self-reflection as research has shown that reflection plays an important role in changing behaviors224

[8,32]. For example, early feedback can facilitate reflection and help the user to identify what to track.225

Froehlich et al. described different ways of designing feedback technologies [8,33].226

The aforementioned guidelines are reported side by side with the previous barriers in table 2.227

3. CRITICISM OF GUIDELINES FROM THE LITERATURE228

As reported in the preceding section, previous research identified guidelines that are intended to229

provide guidance in the design of more effective self-quantification systems. However, applying such230

guidance to design more effective systems (e.g. with better user experience and improved outcomes in231

behavior change) remains a challenge in our opinion. There is a need to formalize its guidelines by232

adopting a point of view closer to the implementation.233
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Table 2. System Design Barriers and Guidelines. This table summarizes the identified barriers and
resulting guidelines to design an effective self-quantification system.

Barriers Guidelines

- not using the right tool - adopting a holistic approach
- not collecting the right data - designing an iterative and flexible system
- sparse data sets - facilitating data management
- ineffective visualizations - supporting user behavior change

Among the guidelines summarized in table 2, only data management can be considered234

sufficiently low level and actionable because data storage and format can be directly taken into account235

when developing a self-quantification system. On the other hand, guidelines such as "holistic approach"236

or "iterative and flexible system" need to be further specified to become actionable. Concerning the237

"holistic approach" to be adopted, some questions emerge and must be answered: how to focus on238

the overall experience rather than on discrete stages? How to reach a good understanding of the user239

and his/her objectives? How to combine different aspects of the user’s life? For instance, the CoMSHI240

adequately describes self-tracking for chronic illness self-management from an abstract point of view,241

but it does not provides any clue on how to build a self-quantification system. Similarly, for system242

iteration and flexibility, how can we ensure smooth transitions between the different stages? How to243

design a system that is adaptable to the user?244

Finally, regarding health tracking and behavior change specifically, the requirement to support245

user behavior change by design remains an overly vague guideline that needs to be more clearly246

defined. In that direction, Consolvo and colleagues’ [31] identify eight design strategies derived247

from the analysis of psychological theories (Goal-Setting Theory [34], Transtheoretical Model of248

Behavior Change [35], Presentation of Self in Everyday Life [36], Cognitive Dissonance Theory [37]).249

They also used anterior persuasive technology projects such as Fish’n’Steps or Breakaway that they250

complemented with their own analysis [Lin et al. [38];[39]:251

1. Abstract & Reflective - use data abstraction, on Li’s integration stage for example, to encourage252

the user to reflect on his/her behaviors.253

2. Unobtrusive - collect and present data unobtrusively by limiting interruptions and making data254

available anytime.255

3. Public - present personal data to the user in a way that s.he is comfortable with if other people256

see it.257

4. Aesthetic - devices and displays must sustain interest, be comfortable and attractive to support258

the user’s personal style.259

5. Positive - use positive reinforcement to encourage change, reward the user for performing the260

desired behavior and attaining a goal.261

6. Controllable - permit the user to manipulate data so that it reflects the behavior he/she deems262

suitable.263

7. Trending / Historical - provide information about the user’s past behavior relating to his/her264

goals.265

8. Comprehensive - account for the range of behaviors contributing to the user’s desired lifestyle.266

Although these interesting results provide a more precise look at the support by design of user267

behavior change, we believe that they are not all at the same level with regard to the implementation268

of a self-quantification system.269

Hence, there is still a need for more detailed guidelines to build an adequate self-quantification270

system. Naturally, designers cannot take into account such guidance in the same way depending271

on the self-quantification system aimed at. While the unobtrusive strategy of a system can probably272

remain similar from one implementation to another, its iterative nature must certainly be adapted273

according to the behavior change aimed at (e.g. physical activity versus sleep).274
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We believe that a mature approach to behavior change in computer sciences should rely on a275

good theoretical framework as well as on good implementation principles. As a step towards this end,276

we propose, in the following section, an applicative and hierarchical model for a self-quantification277

system for physical activity support, which is illustrated by a use case example.278

4. MODEL FOR A SELF-QUANTIFICATION SYSTEM FOR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY SUPPORT279

Research over the past decade has described the environment of a user involved in a280

self-quantification experience with precision. However, these models provide abstract indications that281

are impractical to implement a self-quantification system. In order to better design self-quantification282

systems, it is necessary to have applicative models. This is especially true for physical activity tracking,283

which is the main concern of quantified selfers.284

Most commercial systems used by quantified selfers offer limited adapted experience and285

personalized advice [5–9]. For example, the Fitbit app allows users to set personal goals (e.g., daily286

steps) and activity reminders (e.g., every hour if 250 steps have not been taken). However, the Fitbit287

app does not assist in goal settings by taking into consideration the physical health status of the user.288

Similarly, the Fitbit app does not take into account the context so as not to disturb with activity alerts289

when the user is usually inactive while at work. A more adapted approach would be to accompany290

the user in the evaluation of his or her physical health status as well as in the management of his/her291

progress and motivation.292

4.1. Use Case Example293

Let’s imagine an IT professional, Phil, 40 years old, who spends most of his working day sitting294

in front of a computer. He is quite aware that inactivity is bad for health, so he forces himself to do one295

workout a week, on the weekends, such as a short run or walk on sunny days, but he would still like296

to be in better shape in order to improve his health status.297

Every day, Phil drives to work in less than fifteen minutes but loses five minutes in traffic. He then298

parks at the bottom of the building where he works, then goes up two flights of stairs instead of using299

the elevator because he knows that this is better for health. Once at his office, he cannot move a lot300

during the working day because his job mainly consists of computer work and meetings. Actually, the301

only significant activity he gets during the day is for lunch break as he goes downstairs and walk to a302

food truck.303

Phil is willing to improve his physical condition but lacks motivation, time, and most importantly,304

knowledge to understand how to do it. To help him with motivation, his wife gives him a new activity305

tracker for his birthday. For the first days, it is fun watching his daily number of steps and his heart306

rate. After a few weeks, he feels perplexed by the meaninglessness of the data he is presented with:307

indeed, his tracker wants him to walk 250 steps hourly and to reach 10,000 steps daily whilst he is308

currently not even reaching half of it. In addition, he sees data on his activity, heart rate, and sleep, but309

there is no obvious connection between them.310

With the feeling of forcing himself towards activity goals that are radically different from his311

current lifestyle and not adapted to his job and availability, Phil decides to try an experimental312

self-quantification system for physical activity support a friend told him about. Apparently, this open313

source and self-hosted software is compatible with different activity trackers and, as an IT man, he314

is aware of the potential risks associated with personal information and health data analytics. Thus,315

having such a local solution suits him very well. He downloads the said software, installs it on his316

computer following the instructions, and adds the associated app on his smartphone.317

For the first day, Phil is asked to answer a personality questionnaire which identifies him as rather318

open to novelties but more introverted than extroverted, conscientious and agreeable. He also answers319

several questions regarding his lifestyle and physical activity preferences. For the next few days, the320

system remains silent, but Phil knows from the documentation that the system is learning his habits321

and activity patterns by retrieving and analyzing the data from his tracker.322
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Then, after this first typical working week, the self-quantification system informs Phil that he is not323

very active on weekdays: this can be summed up as a couple of minutes’ walk and two flights of324

stairs in the mornings, a total of ten minutes’ walk during lunch breaks, another couple minutes’ of325

activity in the evenings after work, and some scattered steps in between. Phil also learns that he is326

not particularly fit (this is OK, he already knew that) with a resting heart rate around 80 bpm. His327

physical activity is very similar from one day to another during the working days regardless of the328

weather (this is new insight to him however). On average, Phil reaches 4,000 steps per day with a peak329

of 6,000-7,000 steps on Saturday and mostly light activity on Sunday: this corresponds to a sedentary330

lifestyle. As he goes through the information he is provided with on this lifestyle, Phil is alarmed: he331

did not know quite as much about the risks associated with inactivity.332

At the same time, Phil is somewhat reassured that the self-quantification system is now able to333

support him with personalized recommendations to help increase his physical activity levels, and that334

activity characterization will be continually refined. Phil learns that his general objective should be335

twofold: spreading physical activity over the week to achieve a more homogeneous profile as well as336

increasing daily activity to reach higher levels.337

To this extent, on the first Monday of the support phase, the self-quantification system estimates338

an optimal challenge point: last Monday, during learning phase, Phil reached 3,500 steps, had slept339

moderately well, and the weather was pleasant. This Monday is not particularly sunny but the system340

has assessed that Phil’s activity does not depend on the weather, that he had a good night sleep, and341

that he is also rather conscientious. Thus, the self-quantification system might set an optimal challenge342

point to 4,200 steps with a half-day goal of 2,000 to start with. Phil is pretty confident with a goal343

within his grasp. So, after having lunch with his colleagues, he goes out for a walk rather than going344

straight back to his office, which allows him to go beyond his sub-goal before returning to work. The345

app congratulates him by displaying his progress, and informs him that he should reach the 4,200346

steps smoothly by tonight. While parking at home, Phil is alerted that he is still 500 steps short, so he347

decides to park further to walk a little bit more on his way back.348

After three weeks, Phil is still achieving his daily objectives, compensating for sub-goals failure due to349

unforeseen circumstances when necessary, and actually had the idea of scheduling his meetings in350

rooms on the upper floors to walk more at work. He is even thinking of initiating walking-meetings351

which could result in free physical activity for everyone, shorter and more efficient meetings. He352

definitely wants to test his colleagues on this point. His support system even informed him that his353

resting heart rate had decreased slightly, which was the beginning of an improvement in his physical354

condition.355

However, today is Saturday and this is a rainy weekend: usually it is on sunny Saturdays that Phil356

is most active because he goes out running. Even if the day’s objective has been revised downwards357

to take into account the context (rainy, slept quite well but moderately motivated), Phil has already358

missed his half-day goal. The system determines that he is likely to end the day very far from the initial359

objective, so the support loop is activated to offer him personalized activities classified by “adaptation360

to the current context”: play hide-and-seek with his children, follow a short indoor sports session,361

go out for a walk anyway, go for a run outside. Phil chooses the first suggestion because he did not362

think that this could be considered as physical activity. In the end, even though he reached a lower363

level of activity than usual, Phil learned that an hour of hide-and-seek was equivalent to 2,000 steps,364

which he never would have imagined. He plans to play another game to get even with his children365

tomorrow, which will not only allow him to spend time with them, but will also keep him active over366

the weekend. Finally, Phil also plans to go for a run on a weeknight when the weather is better in order367

to keep his weekly workout going.368

After a few months, Phil regularly achieves 6,000 steps on working days as he decided to cycle to369

work when it does not rain: it takes a little bit longer than driving but he arrives relaxed and wide370

awake having taken around 2,500 steps. He has made good overall progress and learnt how to manage371

his activity: as an example, he is aware that he is going to lack some activity if it rains and drives to372
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work instead, so he tries to compensate with indoor activities or more frequent short breaks whenever373

possible. Phil was also able to assess the effects of increased activity levels on his health as he now374

sleeps better, has lost a little weight and feels more in shape. He is even willing to set a personal target375

of at least 7,000 steps per day in order to attain an active lifestyle.376

377

This scenario illustrates the use we intend to make of our literature review to address the problem378

of genericity of current tools. We propose a hierarchical model relying on an evolutive user profile as a379

design basis for a self-quantification system for physical activity support. This applicative model relies380

on the conceptual ones previously described in section 2.5 and follows previous research guidelines381

explained in section 2.6: it aims to be flexible, adaptive, and aware of the user’s context to support382

him/her on a personalized basis towards his or her goal of physical activity behavior change.383

4.2. Learning Phase384

The goal of this initial phase is to learn the user’s health behavior pattern in his or her context.385

We want to discover the user’s physical activity patterns, health status, and habits in order to develop386

a deep understanding of the user. Physical activity patterns are relatively similar from week to week387

[40–43]. The learning phase should monitor the user for at least an entire week by recording daily steps,388

heart rate, sleep, weather, etc. to be able to estimate with sufficient precision how s.he behaves in terms389

of physical activity in his/her particular context. For instance, the learning phase could determine if390

user activity is evenly distributed throughout the day, if it is more concentrated in the morning and391

evening in the case of a desk job, or how much it depends on the weather or sleep quality [44].392

Consequently, user physical activity profile depends on a recurring weekly time scale, while user393

behavior change relies on adapted objectives that are based on daily and hourly time scales (see section394

4.3).395

In addition, relying on personality traits helps to better individualize the support to behavior change396

through exercise adherence [45–48].397

From the previous analysis, the learning phase establishes four parameters: 1. the user personality398

traits from the five-factors model questionnaire (Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion,399

Agreeableness, Neuroticism), 2. a preference model of the user regarding physical activity (when is400

the highest motivation for physical activity [49,50], what kind of activities are usually performed, what401

is the intensity of the activity), 3. the influence of the user’s context on activity (does the user have a402

desk job, does the weather affect activity level, how motivation affects the level of daily activity), and403

4. the user’s general health status (how fit is s.he). This corresponds to the first three stages of Li’s404

model (Preparation, Collection, and Integration) and includes Vizer and colleagues’ contextualization405

and fluidity aspects.406

Thus, an ideal self-quantification system should have all the necessary elements to improve user407

self-reflection, understanding of health behavior, motivation and exercise adherence, hereby leading to408

behavior change.409

4.3. Support Phase410

After the initial learning phase, the system enters a support phase where the user will be supported411

towards the desired change in health behavior. Adding Li’s Reflection and Action stages, the main412

constraint here is adaptation, so we rely on Epstein and Vizer models to account for the required413

flexibility and potential user failure during the experience [30; 2019]. We want the user to achieve414

higher activity levels but, as noted by Frost and Smith, “Anyone who has tried to go on a diet or exercise415

plan can relate to this: It is always hard to adhere to rigorous behavior modifications” [51]. An adaptive system416

must therefore respect the user regarding his/her current state of mind, availability, and motivation.417

To this extent, the system must propose personalized objectives to the user on a daily time scale. To418

do so, we use the newly acquired knowledge of the user and a multi-criteria decision analysis to419

determine an optimal challenge point: goal difficulty must be in line with user physical condition,420
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motivation, preferences, context, etc. [52–56]. For instance, if one usually achieves around 5,000 steps421

on Tuesdays without significant intensity and is in the following context: prefers to walk alone, more422

motivated than usual, and sunny weather, an adequate optimal challenge point might be to set a daily423

activity goal of 6,000 steps with a moderate intensity walking recommendation during lunch break if424

necessary.425

To support a user in increasing his/her physical activity level, we articulate our model around three426

different time scales: a weekly time scale as a basis for user profile (corresponding to the learning phase427

which has been described in section 4.2), a daily time scale used to set optimal objectives based on428

the previously determined user profile, and an intraday time scale (e.g. hourly) necessary to monitor429

user progress toward daily objective and to help him/her if necessary [9,57]. This aims to maintain a430

sufficient motivation to achieve unusual level of physical activity while avoiding disengagement.431

4.3.1. Daily time scale432

As illustrated in the flowchart figure 4, every day starts by using the user profile obtained after433

the preceding learning phase (section 4.2) to set an optimal activity goal for the user. The optimal434

challenge point determination depends on activity levels achieved in the previous weeks, context435

(weather, schedule), user personality, and motivation. With this optimal daily objective set, our436

adaptive model goes down one level through intraday loops (see figure 5) as long as the objective has437

not been met or the day has not ended. This allows to continuously monitor user progress, as well as438

context, and to adjust accordingly if necessary.439

Figure 4. Adaptive System for Physical Activity: Support Phase - Daily Time Scale. After the initial
learning phase, we know the user’s activity patterns as well as physical health, personality, and context
that compose the user profile. Hence, we are able to determine an optimal challenge point for the
current user day based on his/her profile before monitoring the progress in separate intraday loops.

At the end of the day, or when the goal is met, it is important to give feedback to the user regarding440

his/her progress. This is a behavior change technique leveraging the user’s motivation [58]. Feedback441

should also be used to reinforce user understanding of physical activity habits and the impact on442

overall activity level, sleep quality, mood, etc. The last step of this daily loop is to update the user’s443

profile at the end of the day given his/her performance to help adjusting the optimal challenge point444

for the following day.445

4.3.2. Intraday time scale446

Once the optimal challenge point for the day has been set, we enter intraday loops. Intraday447

loops allow the self-quantification system to monitor the user and his/her context. At the start of448

each intraday loop (e.g. hourly), the support system determines an ideal sub-goal which would give449

the user a roadmap to reach the optimal challenge point set previously by the end of the day. This450

is indeed easier to walk 200 steps five times in a day than walking 1,000 steps at once in the evening.451

The self-quantification system is able to continuously monitor the objectives achievement rate and to452

adjust subsequent sub-goals according to the general objective of the day. This process is repeated453

until the goal is reached or there is no time left for it (flowchart figure 5). In the intraday loops, there454

are three possible ways for the user: self-management, system support, or failure.455
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Figure 5. Adaptive System for Physical Activity: Support Phase - Intraday Sub-Goal Time Scale. An
ideal sub-goal (3,000 steps halfway through the day for example) is determined according to the
objective of the day (e.g. 6,000 steps). A control loop is run hourly to monitor user physical activity
level and to evaluate if s.he is making good progress toward the sub-goal. If self-management (left
loop) is not sufficient, the system can intervene to propose the user a personalized physical activity
adapted to the current context (right inner loop), or move to the next sub-goal in case of failure (right
outer loop).

In the first case, self-management (left loop), user’s motivation is sufficient to reach higher levels456

of activity on his/her own with no help nor recommendations, only by having objectives set [49,50,59].457

Albeit this is the best-case scenario for a health behavior change, a support system still has to ensure458

that user motivation will not vanish in the long run.459

If the user is not able to achieve a sub-goal, the self-quantification system can support (right inner460

loop) with a set of personalized physical activity suggestions (see section 4.3.3 for details) which best461

suit the user’s preferences, current context, and current sub-goal. For instance, if a user working at a462

office usually prefers walking outside, a personalized and adapted physical activity in rainy weather463

could be to take 300 steps by going down two floors and up the stairs on the opposite side.464

Finally, the worst-case scenario that must be taken into account is user failure (right outer loop), as465

highlighted by Epstein et al. [30]. Failure is inherent to humans, so an adaptable self-quantification466

system must manage this unpredictable possibility by design because a user may experience temporary467

demotivation or unexpected unavailability. In such a case, the model simply moves on to the next468

sub-goal which will be adapted according to the circumstances.469

In any event, feedback is necessary to help the user to understand the impact of his/her actions470

on his/her physical activity for the day.471

4.3.3. Personalized and adapted physical activity choice472

With the functioning and sequencing of the different time scales now explained, we further473

develop the description of the support loop presented above. An effective self-quantification system for474

physical activity support must supply its user with significant advice, personalized recommendations475

and proposal for context-specific activities. In this regard, we extend the multi-criteria decision analysis476

initiated for the optimal challenge point (cf. subsection 4.3) to deal with the selection of personalized477

and adapted physical activities: the main question here is “how should a self-quantification system for478

health behavior support applied to physical activity select appropriate activities for a user?”479

With the user profile previously described, we derive a user preference model for physical activities480

complemented by questionnaire. This aims to identify the user’s preferred activities: if the481

self-quantification system detects cycling every day, occasional running, but relatively little walking,482

there is a good chance that our user would prefer a run rather than a longer walk.483

We then filter out unsuitable activities regarding the current contextual elements weather, availability,484

or health parameters in order to obtain a list of context-sensitive activities. Lastly, the initial user485

preference model is updated with the user’s choice to refine future suggestions as illustrated in figure486

6.487
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Figure 6. Personalized and Adapted Activities Suggestions Process: this figure details how a
self-quantification system for physical activity support should rely on a user preference model
of activities (1) before filtering it with monitored contextual elements (2) in order to produce its
recommendations (3). A personalized list of context-sensitive activities is proposed to the user from
which s.he can choose.

As an example, if the weather is damp for a user who enjoys cycling and running more than488

walking, feels drowsy because of a bad night sleep, and needs helps to reach the missing 500 steps489

to the half-day sub-goal; s.he may be presented with a choice of activity ranging from most to least490

adapted to the context: stretching (calm and indoor but might not reach the sub-goal so might require491

to be compensated for later), moderately active indoor activity (easier to meet the half-day target but492

physically more demanding), etc. All things considered, our user could simply choose to go for a short493

walk outside despite the weather because s.he wants to get some fresh air. This choice is then logged494

to update the user preference model for future suggestions.495

The support phase shall accompany the user during the entire self-quantification experience until496

higher daily activity levels become habitual. Ideally, when new activity patterns are established, the497

user should be able to maintain these habits without the help of a self-quantification system. We498

deepen this aspect in the discussion (see 5.4).499

4.4. Towards an Application of the Model: System Design and Development Challenges500

In the previous section, we presented what we consider to be an ideal model for a physical activity501

behavior change support system. Here, we discuss the main challenges of implementing our model in502

a self-quantification system.503

504

First of all, our model implies an important challenge regarding its cornerstone, the multi-factors505

user profile: how to mix different parameters such as personality traits, contextual variables, activity506

tracker data, and motivational questionnaires answers in a significant way? This challenge requires507

integrating several tools including a reliable personality test: we propose to use the Big Five Inventory508

as it tends to be the most trusted and tested model regarding treatment acceptance [60,61]. It is also509

easily usable from an IT point of view. Then, relevant contextual parameters are required (APIs can510

regularly be used to collected weather data from public services or user availability from a connected511

agenda). Physiological data is naturally retrieved from an activity tracker worn by the user. Our512

model also requires a motivation and exercise adherence assessment tool: the literature is quite513

extensive in psychological research and an interesting possibility may be an "approach and avoidance"514

mathematical modeling that involves user input in the form of a questionnaire [50,62,63].515

As we have seen, good feedback is mandatory for a self-quantification system aiming at516

supporting health behavior change [33,58]. This essential part should ease the user reflection regarding517

his/her health status and habits, hereby alleviating formatting, analyzing, and associating data with518

contextual elements. The main challenge is: how to present efficient and meaningful feedbacks519
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to the user? Is it feasible to use automatic statistical analysis and correlations? How to combine520

context elements with statistical analysis? How to personalize user feedback depending on the user521

profile? Some trails of reflection have already been explored by previous projects such as the role522

of feedback in the process of change, effects of immediate feedback, or using personality traits to523

support personalization and feedback in a sleep health behavior change support system [32,45,64].524

Such research showed for example that feedback helps to reach more directly decisional consideration525

and to increase motivation.526

In addition, a significant work has to be carried out on defining the user’s optimal challenge527

point to adapt daily objectives difficulty: how to weight the established user profile with contextual528

elements to best match the user’s capacities, motivation, and availability? On this point, results from529

medical and psychological research can be exploited, but it would also be interesting to explore the530

potential links between goal-setting theory [34], optimal challenge point [52–56], personality, and531

physical activity [47].532

Another implication for system design and development is the adaptability of time dimensions:533

our model relies on different time scales for user analysis, goal settings, recommendations, and534

monitoring which is fundamental for a tool adapted to humans. As a consequence, the time constant535

of each scale can be modified to better suit a user: depending on his/her job for example, a user may536

have very different availability so the sub-goal time scale can possibly shift from half-day to every two537

hours. The challenge is to determine on which basis the time scales can be adjusted to the user.538

Because we are dealing with sensitive health data, our comprehensive approach inevitably raises539

security and privacy issues. Although our model cannot be inherently thought to be privacy-proof540

(a system can be built on using commercial tools and several servers around the world), we strongly541

recommend the usage of open source, local, and self-hosted tools. If the need to move to cloud542

computing is preponderant, it becomes critical to secure hosted health data. Relying on trusted third543

parties subject to European legislation would be a guarantee of a better user acceptance factor [4,65–69].544

Finally, designing such a self-quantification system must categorize the interventions it could545

perform to benefit the user. We suggest to rely on Wolf and De Groot activities for personal science546

[1]: an ideal system could indeed intervene to assist its user on questioning, designing, observing,547

reasoning, and discovering.548

549

These reflections regarding the challenges of a system design based on our model are naturally550

entrusted to future research. Our goal was to provide a model that translates indirect guidelines from551

the quantified self theoretical framework into concrete implementation principles for physical activity552

behavior change. This point is expanded in the last section below (5).553

5. CONTRIBUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE MODEL554

In the previous section (4), we presented an applicative model for the design of an ideal555

self-quantification system to support physical activity. In this final section, we summarize our model’s556

framework and discuss its contributions and limitations.557

5.1. Summary of our Model’s Framework558

This article presents an original and minimal model to better inform the design of559

self-quantification systems for physical activity support. We identified a necessity to bridge the560

gap between a conceptual framework and an applicative model, the latter being necessary for an561

efficient system implementation. Wolf and De Groot indicate that “translating common features [. . . ]562

into designs that can be easily shared and adapted for personal use by many people will lower the barrier to563

participation” [1].564

As a consequence, we rely on a review of the literature to understand the characteristics of the565

quantified self movement and to propose a complement to the existing abstract models} [5,6,8,30]. Our566
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Table 3. Principal Models of Quantified Self. This table summarizes the present and absent
characteristics of the main descriptive models of quantified self.

Stage-Based Model of
Personal Informatics

(2010)

Lived Informatics
Model

(2015)

Conceptual Model of
Shared Health

Informatics (2019)

Characteristics
of the model

- Personal informatics
framework.
- Focused on behavior
change.
- Linear sequence of
stages.
- Barriers identification
for each stage.

- Extension of the 2010
model.
- Less focused on behavior
change.
- Circular sequence of
stages.
- Flexibility allowing
interruption and
resumption of use.

- Extension of the 2010
model.
- Focused on chronic
illness self-management.
- Simultaneity of stages (no
sequence).
- Includes patient and
therapists.

Absent from
the model

- Explanation on how to
account for identified
barriers.
- Precise guidelines for
system design to account
for the sequence of
stages.

- Explanation on how to
account for flexibility and
human lapse.
- Precise guidelines for
system design to account
for a circular sequence.

- Explanation on how to
account for patient and
therapists.
- Precise guidelines for
system design to account
for simultaneous work.

model is hence based on quantified selfers’ goals and barriers, on existing theoretical models, and on567

indirect guidelines from past research that we strived to translate into implementation principles.568

5.2. Analysis and Results: Comparison of our Applicative Model against the previous Conceptual Ones569

The conceptual models (section 2.5) are descriptive of the quantified self movement and cannot570

be mobilized as they stand to design more effective systems.571

The Stage-Based Model is well established in quantified self research and accurately reflects the572

different stages of an experience. Nonetheless, it remains too linear and leaves little room for flexibility.573

The Lived Informatics Model accounts for the fluidity required in a self-quantification process, focuses574

on the continuity of experience, but is not fully oriented toward behavior change. The Conceptual575

Model of Shared Health Informatics emphasizes the need for context around an unrestricted process,576

but focuses on chronic illness management. The following table summarizes the point-by-point577

comparison of the models (cf. table 3).578

Our applicative model differs from the previous conceptual ones in its approach: we leverage on the579

models describing what to do to devise guidelines on how to do it. To make the approach concrete, we580

focus on physical activity as a target for health behavior change and we follow a user-centered design581

from the outset. From conceptual models, we grouped some stages together in interoperable phases582

(learning phase, support phase) with several level of intervention (three different time scales). Thus,583

our model makes it possible to account for a very personalized user experience with efficient support584

by being flexible, allowing simultaneous work, and considering possible inconsistencies due to the585

human factor.586

5.3. Contribution587

We identified that most current barriers to self-quantification experiences relate to the lack of588

principles to implement the abstract theoretical framework that previous research established. We589

therefore present an applicative model of a self-quantification system for physical activity support590

that emphasizes such implementation principles. Our model is intended to more precisely inform591
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the development of such systems via: 1. a multi-factors user model, 2. a hierarchy of multiple time592

scales, 3. a multi-criteria decision analysis.593

To the best of our knowledge, such a multi-factors user model mixing psychological aspects594

together with quantitative data has never been proposed. The need for iteration and flexibility is595

inherently implemented thanks to the different time scales and loops we used. A weekly scale for596

activity patterns, a daily scale for user objectives, and an hourly scale to monitor progress allow to597

provide a high degree of adaptability. Finally, a multi-criteria decision analysis based on a user activity598

preference model, on measured variables, and on external parameters allows for a self-quantification599

system to produce personalized suggestions of adapted physical activities.600

According to Khakurel, functional wearable devices must respect three specific points that we601

strived to satisfy throughout the design of our model [4]: mobility and augment reality are inherent602

to the use of activity trackers which come in the form of connected watches supplying users with real603

time data about their actions, and context sensitivity is addressed by our multi-factors user model as604

well as the mutli-criteria decision analysis.605

Following the guidelines already set out, we also consider the user experience together with the606

system as a whole. This holistic approach enables our model to first focus on user understanding607

by analyzing activity patterns, habits, and physical data, then on tailoring an adapted support by608

determining optimal challenge points, sub-goals, and support loop. In that sense, the model is minimal,609

because removing any part from it would inevitably deviate from the holistic approach advised by610

previous research and would no longer allow to build a self-quantification system for physical activity611

support in a personalized and adaptive way.612

All things considered, in comparison with existing high-level models, we here present a generic613

model for learning support (or habit building from a psychological perspective). We adopted an614

approach centered on physical activity, but the genericity of our model enables it to be compatible615

with different problem classes such as sleep or diet, and with different age groups as well. This would616

certainly require some tuning of the parameters to the problem, but it is likely that the core algorithm617

can remain unchanged.618

5.4. Limitations and Future Works619

We are aware that our research suffers non-negligible limitations that require future work. We620

detail these drawbacks in the present section.621

622

From an implementation point of view, it is not yet possible to assert that the model we propose623

significantly improves on the previous ones: there is no self-quantification system for physical activity624

support based on this new model. As we have shown with the comparative table (cf. table 3), our625

approach seems legitimate from a theoretical point of view, but an experimental extension is definitely626

necessary in order to demonstrate its practical usefulness. However, upcoming experiments will also627

raise the issue of the targeted user groups: system prototypes will have to answer the question of628

specific parameters to adapt our generic model to users’ age group, physical condition, etc. Verifying629

this genericity requires applying the model to the development of a system for experiments involving630

different age groups and different domains. In this regard, a limitation of our model is the case of a631

patient-therapist relationship, which requires a particular focus on specific groups as shown by Vizer632

and colleagues with the inclusion of therapists in previous models [5].633

The human factor is the first drawback related to the usage of the system: we cannot force a user634

to perform an activity if s.he does not want to, nor can we oblige a user to supply a system with inputs635

when this is required. Thus, we might not obtain all of the necessary data from the user every time636

we will need to, and this is a point that must be taken into account when designing and developing a637

self-quantification system. User freedom however limits the effectiveness of any tool, hence that is not638

specific to our model but to all self-quantification approaches. Still related to the human factor is the639

technology acceptance of wearables studied by Khakurel [4]: although we are not proposing a device640
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but a model to improve self-quantification outcomes, common reflections can be made regarding the641

adoption of a system based on our model. The most significant reported factors being technology,642

health, and privacy, a future system design will have to specifically address these aspects so as not643

to affect user behavior and intention of use. As an example, Khakurel reports that “for quantified self644

tracking wearable devices such as activity monitoring to be useful in the long term [. . . ], the devices must be645

easy to use, intuitive, robust, and reliable. Deficiencies in these areas significantly reduce the users’ motivation”.646

Finally, because we focused on a support model, a self-quantification system should avoid any form647

of user technology dependency. This is why we believe users should be able to maintain their new648

habits without the help of a support system when better activity patterns are established. Despite649

some individuals might need continuous assistance from their support system in order to maintain650

healthier behaviors, the main objective of quantified self for physical activity is to become more aware651

of our activity. Thus, an ideal self-quantification system should act as a scaffold to help the user652

reaching consistently higher levels of activity and getting independent of the tool. The system should653

not make decisions for the user, but only make recommendations. We believe that we could avoid654

the risk of the tool taking precedence over the user’s thinking by creating explicit and well-phrased655

recommendations. For example, if we explicitly state that we are suggesting a short activity because656

the user only has 15 minutes in his/her calendar, in the long run, the user should be able to choose a657

short activity whenever s.he has some time. However, we could not translate this idea in our model,658

but future prototypes must study it on a case-by-case basis.659

The other drawbacks are linked to the implementation of the system and primarily concern the660

use of the Big Five personality traits: this might be a controversial topic as there is currently no general661

consensus in psychology research [70]. However, ongoing research on patient treatment acceptance or662

exercise adherence looks promising and can be adapted to our applicative model [45,47,61,71]. If future663

experiments show relevant correlations between personality traits and physical activity, motivation,664

exercise adherence, or data visualization, this would allow to better tailor self-quantification systems665

to every single user. As a result, users would improve their ability to understand and change their666

behaviors [72].667

The next drawback relates to motivation and behavior change. The discussion about this point is668

similar to the use or personality traits: in the field of psychology, several theories of behavior change669

are in competition without clear consensus. As an example, we can cite the Transtheoretical Model670

of Behavior Change from Prochaska that describes people’s different levels of motivation and ability671

to change behavior (used to classify people’s readiness to change behavior), Bandura’s Self-Efficacy672

Theory that relies on competence alone for ensuring adherence, or Ryan’s Self-Determination Theory673

that takes into account volition and autonomy [49,73,74]. Future work must assess the most suitable674

theory for building a self-quantification system on. Similarly, the way we can incorporate motivational675

aspects in the design and development of such a system will also require complementary work.676

The last one concerns the use of commercial activity trackers. This is the only point that does677

not respect our will of free and open-source tools: in the current market and research configurations,678

activity trackers usually synchronize user data on the manufacturers’ servers via their smartphone679

app. In the case of Fitbit for instance, collected data is sent to servers in America without the user680

being informed of the operations that are carried out on it. An ideal solution would use an open source681

activity tracker like OpenHAK or okinesio (https://www.openhak.com; http://okinesio.org) but these682

are very experimental, if not abandoned, solutions which are not mature enough for our purpose.683

6. CONCLUSION684

Literature from past research on quantified self has revealed a movement which is now well685

characterized with conceptual models and identified mechanisms. However, quantified selfers686

encounter many barriers in their experiences that greatly mitigates potential outcomes. Most of them687

use commercial tools such as Fitbit or Garmin solutions to monitor physical activity. Unfortunately,688

these systems remain too generic in their approach to the user: despite the impressive amount689
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of data they collect, personalization to the user and adaptation to his/her lifestyle is still very690

minimal. Consequently, only sufficiently motivated quantified selfers achieve positive outcomes691

from self-tracking, the rest of them facing the inherent barriers of the tools they use with limited692

understanding of their health habits.693

Personalization of the interaction, application of motivational theories, and good understanding694

of one’s habits can significantly increase positive outcomes from self-quantification experiences. We695

thus propose a model for physical activity support which better informs the design and development696

of a personalized and adaptable system.697

This contribution can be seen as the groundwork necessary for future prototypes and experiments698

and we believe that our model will be valuable for future designs and developments because it699

synthesizes observation, advice, and guidelines from previous research in an applicative way.700
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